
Japan



Where is Japan ?



school



In Japan at school the children 
help by cleaning the windows , 
handing out the school dinners 
and sweeping the floor!!!!!!!!!!!



Sports day



In sports day they do fighting ,races and a game where one team 
holds up a pole and the other team has to try and get it down



Japanese castles



Castles in japan are very beautiful and 
are mostly in the middle of lakes and big 
ponds. the leaders of samurai warriors 
used to live in these castles.



Samurai warriors

Groups of Samurai warriors used to live long ago in Japan and fight 
each other to gain power over each others land. They wore very 
protective armour and masks to scare each other. 



Traditional clothes



In Japan on special occasions girls wear traditional cloths called kimonos 
[ Ki-mo-no]  
These are like dresses but with baggy selves and something like a ribbon 
called an obi holding it together 



origami



 Around the 7th sentry the method of creating paper arrived from 
china . At first it was used to wrap up gifts for the gods but people 
started to notice folds in the paper as they wrapped up the gifts and 
People found you could make different shapes with the paper and 
that is how origami began 
Origami- ori means fold-Gami means paper



Facts

• Japan is made up of 6,852 islands. 
• The highest point in Japan in Mount Fuji, which stands at 3,776m 

(12,388ft). 
• As of July 2012, there are over 127 million people living in Japan 

(127,368,088), which is the tenth largest population in the world. 
• Tokyo is the capital city of Japan and also the largest city 
• Japanese is the official language of Japan



3 Land marks

Masumoto castle 

I have been here 
and it is full of 
old weapons 

Used in the 16th 
century



This is the 
tallest 
mountain in 
japan it is 
mount Fuji



This is kinkakuji  
[kin-kak-uji] in 
kyoto a mansion 
with all its walls 
made out of pure 
gold !!!$



food



In japan the most traditional food is sushi . There are lots of other 
things like lamen [noodles] and onigiri [a rice ball wrapped up with 
seaweed]



Girls and Boys day



On girls day in Japan we set up a display of dolls one girl and one a 
boy supposed to be Japanese nobles. 



On boys day we put up fish flags and the boys dress up in tradition 
clothes.



I hope you enjoyed my presentation


